In the proposed work, we used two miniaturized resonant inclusions, spiral resonators (SRs) and split ring resonators (SRRs) used in practical implementation of metamaterials. A spiral resonator is modeled on a Rogers's duroid substrate of permittivity 2.2. This structure is numerically analysed inside a rectangular waveguide with electromagnetic solver. A full wave simulation of a double split ring resonator with same design parameters is performed inside a waveguide. The transmission minimum frequency of SR is evaluated for varying number of turns in SR where as it is accessed for varying number of rings in SRRs. The full wave simulated transmission minimum frequency is compared with frequency derived from equivalent circuit model of each respective model. In this paper, the expressions derived for resonant frequency are simplified for evaluating effective dielectric constant of substrate after incorporation of metallic inclusion. It is found that the analytically calculated resonant frequency is in close agreement with full wave numerically analyzed frequency. It is also confirmed that SR decrease the electrical dimensions of the resonant inclusions to a great extent as compared to SRR, while synthesizing artificial metamaterials.
Introduction
Although the research for 'synthetic' materials was initiated in 1948 for microwave applications [1] yet metamaterials (MTM) emerged as a breakthrough in the field of electromagnetic since last decade only. Metamaterials have fascinated vast interest due to their unique responses to electromagnetic radiations, which are generally not encountered in their natural forms [2] [3] . These materials are engineered by embedding precise metallic inclusions or inhomogeneties in host media like substrate at microwave frequencies. The special feature of MTM is that these owe their properties from their structure and not inherit from chemical composition of their constituents.
The novel concept of metamaterials was given by Victor Veselago in 1968 who stated that Poynting vector of a monochromatic plane wave will flow in anti-parallel to its phase velocity in a medium having dielectric permittivity ( ) and magnetic permeability( ), to be simultaneous negative [4] . He named these materials as "Left-Handed Materials" (LHM). In 1999, J.B. Pendry proposed that realization of artificial negative permeability medium by employing an array of minute resonant metallic inclusions called as split ring resonators (SRR) [5] . In 2000, a LHM structure consisted of aligned wire medium to depict the epsilon negative (ENG) properties [6] , and resonant loop inclusions, termed as split-ring resonators to get negative (MNG) features, was used for the first time [7] to demonstrate the negative electromagnetic features. The size of the inclusions should be less than the operating wavelength. Multiple splits [8] and modified geometries for SRR geometry are introduced in [9] [10] tailoring the tuning of resonant frequency. An equivalent LC resonant circuit represents the electromagnetic field interaction of the inclusions. The equivalent circuit model for geometries of SRRs is presented in [11] . The inadequate available lithographic techniques have restricted the researchers to exceed dimensions of the inclusions beyond sub-wavelength. Various structures of rings e.g. square-shaped, circular, U-shaped, spiral and Sshaped etc. are used and analyzed in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] to form new MTMs. New MTMs using triangular shaped rings are reported by C. Sabah [17] which have not been studied before 2008. The effective medium metamaterial substrate, engineered through metallic inclusions, can achieve enhanced permeability and permittivity as compared to the host dielectric employed without inclusions. According to [18] [19] , the geometry of metallic inclusions customized to the application can control the effective parameters of the substrate. Bilotti et al. derived new analytical design formulas for both MSRRs and SRs on the basis of quasistatic model and compared with the previous formulas and numerical analysed results [20] . Ellstein et al. derived analytical circuit models for a single layer and a double layer spiral resonators models and showed through experimental measurements and numerical simulations that these models are more accurate to previous circuit models [21] . If equivalent circuit is considered, no paper suggests a very accurate design formula for magnetic inclusion. The authors in [22] reported that distributed capacitance associated between the rings of SRR or turns of SR is affected by dielectric properties, but inductance does not depend upon it. In this paper, we analyzed modified mathematical model of equivalent circuit of the SRR and SR with varying number of rings/ turns and showed that analytical results nearly match with its full-wave numerical simulations results. A square inductive loop structure has been preferred in a number of previous designs in literature. The use of SR's is proposed in this paper as it has the potential to decrease the size of MTM electrically than the square SRR structures. This paper is organised in four sections. Section 1 describes brief introduction and history of work done in the same area. Section 2 gives the design of resonators. Section 3 presents the simulation methodology. Section 4 presents and discusses results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Design and Modeling the Circuits of Resonators

Spiral Resonators
First, we considered SR of two turns with length of Outer turn as 4 mm shown in Figure 1 (a). The gap (g) of SR is 0.2 mm, the strip width (t) and substrate thickness (h) is 2 mm. The spacing(s) between nth and (n+1) turn is 0.2 mm. The SR is mounted on a Rogers's duroid 5880 tm substrate having relative permittivity ! as 2.2, and loss tangent 0.0009. The quasi-static equivalent circuit of SR is depicted in Figure 1 (b). The inductance, L SR of the tank circuit model is calculated by assuming uniform current throughout the spiral. The capacitance, C SR of the tank circuit is assumed to be the parallel equivalent of the capacitances corresponding to each pair of adjacent loops. The tank circuit model deduces that the SR has only a single resonant frequency. SR has metallic strip of width 't' and separation 's' between two consecutive turns. The value of L SR and of the distributed capacitance of SR can be derived found by calculating total length of strip ! of the general nth turn of the spiral and total length ! ! of the gap between nth and (n+1)th turns of the spiral.
Here is the length of outermost turn and the distributed capacitances is the capacitance among two consecutive turns of spiral connected in parallel, so the total distributed capacitance, C sr for total no. of turns N will be given by
is distributive capacitance between n and n+1 turn and is expressed as
!"# is per unit length capacitance of two parallel strips of width 't' apart by distance's'. The dielectric substrate has an effect on the distributed capacitance only and is given by
! is dielectric constant of free space, ! is relative permeability of substrate and !"# is relative effective permittivity or dielectric constant of substrate due to metallic inclusions and depend on height, relative permittivity of substrate, width of parallel plates and spacing between them. Authors in [22] have given a relationship between ! , relative permittivity of substrate and !"# , relative effective permittivity or dielectric constant of substrate due to metallic inclusions. But in this paper this equation has been simplified for parameters taken and is given by equation as follows [21] :
is known as the complete elliptical integral of the first kind, and = /( + 2 ). The total distributed capacitance is given by
A correction factor ! should be added to equation (8) to compensate the mutual interactions between nonconsecutive turns [22] . The correction factor depends upon number of turns per unit length.
!" of the equivalent circuit is given by
Putting value of equation (7) in equation (9)
The presence of a dielectric substrate does not have an effect on the inductance. So it is given by
Based on the above equations, the equivalent circuit component values can be calculated depending on the geometry, layout and material of the spiral. Once the circuit component values are obtained, they can be used for resonant frequency, ! calculations.
Split Ring Resonators We considered SRR with no. of rings N=2 with length of Outer ring as 4 mm as shown in Figure 2(a) . The split or gap (g) of SR is 0.2 mm wide, the strip width (t) and substrate thickness (h) is 2 mm. The spacing(s) between nth and (n+1) turn is 0.2 mm. The SRR is mounted on a Rogers's duroid 5880 tm substrate having relative permittivity, ! as 2.2. ᴼ or 2π. The quasistatic equivalent circuit for SRR is presented in Figure 2 (b). The inductance of the tank circuit model, L SRR is calculated by assuming is uniform current throughout the loop. The capacitance of the tank circuit, C SRR is assumed to be the parallel equivalent of the capacitances corresponding to each pair of adjacent loops. The total strip length, ! of nth ring of the SRR and the total length, ! ! of the gap between nth and (n+1)th turns of SRR are determined. Then the total inductance and of the total distributed capacitance between two consecutive rings of SRR, of strip width,t and separation, s between rings are derived.
is the length of the outermost ring, total distributed capacitance, !"" , due to (n-1) capacitances connected in parallel due to spacing amid two consecutive rings, will be given by
N is no. of rings, ! !!! /4 is series between two equal valued distributive capacitances, ! !!! /2 between two halves of nth and (n+1)th rings. The total distributed capacitance ! !!! between rings is explained as
!"# is per unit length capacitance between two parallel strips. It is already mentioned that the distributed capacitance get varied with dielectric substrate height and dielectric constant.
Putting the value of !"# from equations (5) and (6) in equation (17),
The dielectric substrate properties, upon which resonators are printed has no affect on the inductance. Therefore, its expression is given by
where is fill ratio of SRR and is given by
By putting equation (20) in (22), !"" is given by
Based on the above equations, the equivalent circuit component values can be calculated depending on the geometry, layout and material of the spiral. Once the circuit component values are obtained, they can be used to for resonant frequency ! calculations.
Simulation Methodology
To reveal the metamaterial properties in the preferred working frequency region, First SR unit cell with varying number of turns is numerically analyzed using High frequency simulation software (HFSS) in a rectangular waveguide. Subsequently, SRR with varying number of rings is simulated in waveguide. For this, perfect electric conductor boundary conditions are employed on in x direction and the perfect magnetic conductor boundary conditions are applied in z direction on unit cell. The two wave ports 1 and 2 are assigned along each of the substrate line in y direction to excite the negative permeability behavior of resonators as shown in Figure 3 . 
Results and Discussion
Simulated Results of SR
First SR structure is simulated with in waveguide. A triad of E, H, and k is generated to reveal electromagnetic propagation through the structure. This numerical method derives resonant frequency quite accurately. We can observe the transmission minimum frequency of resonant particle with varying number of turns (N) of spiral as 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The effect of variation of number of turns on resonating frequency thus observed is depicted in Figure 4 .
The values of inductance and capacitance in SR are computed to further calculate the transmission minimum frequency. Then the comparative analysis of calculated transmission minimum frequency with simulated frequency in case of SR is presented in Table 1 . 
Simulated Results of SRR
SRR structure is simulated with in waveguide similar to SR. The three mutually perpendicular vectors E, H, and k are set on appropriate faces and excitation is applied to reveal electromagnetic propagation through the structure. After simulation, we can observe the transmission minimum frequency of resonant particle with varying number of rings (N) of SRR as 2,3,4,5 and 6. The resonating frequency thus observed is shown in Figure 5 .
Also the values of inductance and capacitance in SRR are calculated to evaluate the transmission minimum frequency. The comparative analysis of calculated transmission minimum frequency with simulated frequency in case of SRR is presented in Table 2 . It is evident from the results that the numerically analysed resonant frequency is nearly equal to the analytically calculated from its equivalent circuit in SRRs as well as SRs. It is also seen from the tabulated results that SR resonates at a lower frequency and low transmission minimum than the SRR of same size. Hence it is inferred that SRs have substantial potential to decrease the electrical size of MTM as compared to square SRR structures. Great coupling of incident magnetic energy can be attained by maximizing the enclosed cell area to efficiently use the cell area which is possible with SR only.
Conclusion
In the proposed work, we have analyzed and compared the mathematical model of equivalent circuit of the SRR and SR with varying number of rings and turns respectively, and show that analytical results nearly match with its full-wave numerical simulations results. The error in the analytical calculated frequency and simulated frequency is less although the size of resonant particles are in millimeter range and it will further reduce if dimension are micrometer or nanometer range leading to the customized material to resonant in terahertz regime. The expressions derived for resonant frequency are modified for evaluating effective dielectric constant of substrate after incorporation of metallic inclusions. It is seen that the analytical calculated transmission minimum frequency accurately match with the full wave simulated frequency in SRR for varying number of rings and varying number of turns in SR. The use of SR is proposed in this paper as SR decreases the electrical size of MTM than square SRR structures because the small sized SR can provide same magnetic resonance as large sized SRR. It is thus deduced that a spiral resonator is a better option as it draws on less area and high package density.
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